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            Everything for your bathroom


            RIHO is manufacturer of contemporary and surprising bathroom products. In our range you can find bathtubs, shower enclosures, shower trays, bathroom furniture and accessories.
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    High-quality bathtubs, showers and bathroom furniture with a surprising design. That is 100% RIHO. As a manufacturer of bathroom products with many years of expertise, we have only one ambition: that you can create the bathroom of your dreams. Stylish and comfortable. A bathroom you enjoy and where you can completely relax.

More about RIHO



Discover our products
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Why choose RIHO?

[image: ]Top quality with 
good guarantees 
RIHO produces high-quality products. Quality means reliability of product and service. You can tell how good our products are by the materials used and the level of craftsmanship. We offer good guarantees and, thanks to the support of our service team, you can be sure of a bathroom that will last.

[image: ]Design and comfort 
first 
In all our designs, we keep two criteria in mind: everything we make must be beautiful and functional. We are customer-oriented, dare to challenge current trends and create fresh and innovative solutions that breathe the RIHO DNA. This is how we continue to surprise you.

[image: ]Efficiency
We strive to continuously optimise and automate our production and logistics processes so that we can deliver the speed the market expects from us and you can be sure of excellent and efficient service. The customer is central.
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Innovative and luxuriousNEW: SOLID FROSTED
We are pleased to present our new collection Solid Frosted: Semi-transparent bathtubs and wash bowls. Take a look now!
Discover the collection




Always a point of sale nearby 
Would you like to discover our bathroom products in real life? Visit a RIHO retailer near you:

Find a showroom 
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Looking for inspiration?Download our inspiration magazine
In this magazine you will find an exclusive overview of our collection, lots of inspiration and you can look inside customers' beautifully transformed bathrooms!
Inspiration by RIHO




Tips & Trends for your bathroom




Discover the latest trends and helpful tips to transform your bathroom into an oasis of comfort and style. From smart storage solutions to innovative technologies and the latest bathroom trends, our experts share valuable tips to turn your bathroom into a functional and trendy space.
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A peek into your #RIHOBathrooms
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            Use the hashtag #RIHOBathrooms

            And help inspire!

        


        
            
                
            
            Need help or advice?

            Feel free to contact one of our experts

            Get in touch
        


        
            
                
            
            Showrooms near you

            Need inspiration? Visit one of our showrooms near you

            Our dealers
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